
Bodyguard 1911 

Chapter 1911: News of the pangolin 

The night passed in silence. The next morning, Lin Yi drove Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu to school. Lin 

Yi didn’t have much to do. The medicine major didn’t participate in the student council election, and the 

class monitor would definitely be the Secretary of the student council. As for the student council, he 

could get a position at least, so he didn’t have to worry about running for it. This was the advantage of a 

small major. 

However, the class Committee members of the other specializations had to participate in the election if 

they wanted to join the Student Union of the school or the Department. After all, there was a limit to 

the number of spots each major could take. 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu went to participate in the election, and Lin Yi returned to his room with 

nothing to do. 

He’d known that the three lechers would ask him some questions, but he didn’t expect to be 

surrounded the moment he stepped in! 

“I say, boss Lin Yi, that’s not very nice of you. Was the one looking for you yesterday your girlfriend? 

You’re actually living with her? You even lied to us that you’re staying at a relative’s house?” Song 

xiaodao saw Lin Yi enter the room and started yelling. 

“Big brother Lin, you’re amazing! I always thought that Wang Xinyan was your girlfriend, but now it 

seems that your girlfriend isn’t any worse than Wang Xinyan!” “I guess this year’s list of campus beauties 

will definitely have a name on it!” Said Bai Weitao. 

“The school Belle list? What’s that?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Oh, it’s actually just a list of campus Belles that some students have selected from the university’s BBS 

and the department’s QQ group chat when they have nothing to do. There’s information and a brief 

introduction for us guys to refer to.” “Every year,” said Bai Weitao,”it’s a habit in our school … By the 

way, don’t change the subject. Which one of the two yesterday was your girlfriend?” 

“Uh … None of them.” Lin Yi said, shaking his head. 

“None of them?” Bai Weitao was stunned. Song xiaodao and Zhao Shengji also had a look of disbelief on 

their faces.”How is that possible?” 

“I’m really not. I’m not lying. ” Lin Yi smiled bitterly,”they’re under my care from a relative. They’re from 

the same city as me, so I’m more familiar with them. To put it bluntly, I’m just their follower!” 

Lin Yi added in his heart. It was an old follower. 

“Follower? It can’t be?” “Big brother Lin, you’re not lying?” Bai Weitao’s eyes widened. 

“Why Would I Lie to You? If she’s really my girlfriend, do you think I’d go to Wang Xinyan instead of 

having a social meetup with her?” Lin Yi said with a bitter smile. 

“You’re right. If it were me, I definitely wouldn’t do this!” Bai Weitao nodded. 



Zhao Shengji and song xiaodao believed Lin Yi’s words after hearing what he said, but they were still 

suspicious that Lin Yi was in a relationship with Chu Mengyao, Chen Yushu, or Wang Xinyan … 

“What’s your schedule today?” Lin Yi asked, cutting off their guesses. 

“We don’t have much to do today. Xiao Dao and Sheng Ji said that they’re going shopping. They’re both 

foreigners and have never been here before. I’m going to show them around. Big brother Lin, you’re 

going too?” Bai Weitao asked. 

“Alright, let’s go together then …” Lin Yi said. 

Huaijun called just as Lin Yi finished his sentence. 

“Big brother Jun.” Lin Yi answered. 

“Why are you still calling me brother? Lingshan, Yutian, and the others are calling you boss now, I’ll 

change it back-it’s easier for me to call you boss, you’re our Captain, our boss!” Huaijun said. 

“Whatever you want … What’s the matter?” Lin Yi knew that as he grew stronger and stronger, the 

people around him would return to their original state … 

“Where are you? I have some things to discuss with you, it’s about house Yu … And the drug gang’s 

evidence. ” “Before house Yu fell, it was hard for us to investigate, but it’s a lot easier now. We got some 

information …” Huaijun said. 

“Alright, where are you? I’ll come to you immediately!” Lin Yi thought of the pangolin’s smiling face, and 

then Ziyu’s face … He clenched his fist and asked faintly. 

No matter who it was, Lin Yi wouldn’t let them get away with it if they touched the people around him. 

He would pay them back one day. This was Lin Yi’s personality. 

“I’m in Donghai … Oh, I haven’t told you yet. I was promoted. I solved a big case a while ago, so I was 

transferred to Donghai and became the Deputy Director. Although my position hasn’t changed, this is 

the provincial capital, so my rank is half a rank higher.” “You’re still in Songshan?”huaijun asked. I’ll drive 

back to find you?” 

“You’re staying in the East China Sea?” Lin Yi’s expression was a little weird, but he smiled. “I’m at East 

Ocean, East Ocean industry University. I just came here to report …” 

“Ha? No way, you’re also in the East China Sea? That’s great, I was a little depressed that I couldn’t see 

you often, but this is great!” Huaijun said. 

“Ha, yeah, you’re at the police station? I don’t know the way?” Lin Yi had just arrived in Donghai city, so 

he knew nothing about it. 

“Wait for me at the school gate. I’ll pick you up now. Fifteen minutes.” Huaijun said. 

“Alright, see you later.” Lin Yi agreed and turned to the group apologetically, “I’m sorry, an old friend 

came to see me. I’m afraid I can’t go shopping with you. ” 

“No way, big brother Lin. You have so many things to do in the eastern sea?” “Is it a man or a woman?” 

Bai Weitao was a little disappointed. 



“Male, it’s a male this time!” “If you don’t believe me, we can go out together …” Lin Yi sweated. 

“Let’s go together. But big brother Lin, we’re not monitoring you!” Bai Weitao quickly said. 

Lin Yi smiled helplessly. Of course it wasn’t surveillance. Weren’t the three of them just curious? 

However, the three didn’t see anyone special at the school entrance, nor were there any pretty girls. 

They lost interest and went to the nearby bus stop to wait for the bus after greeting Lin Yi. 

Lin Yi stood in front of the school gates, and not long after, an Audi drove over and stopped in front of 

him. Huaijun got out of the car and waved at Lin Yi.”Boss!” 

“Jun … Jun …” Lin Yi wanted to call him Jun bro, but he remembered that the guy called him boss, so he 

decided to just call him by his nickname. 

“Haha, it’s still so nice to hear you, our former boss, call me brother Jun. If everyone knew, they would 

think I don’t know the rules!” Huaijun said, relieved. 

“Let’s not talk about this. Do you have any news about the pangolin?” Lin Yi opened the door and sat in 

the passenger seat.”Not bad, it’s an Audi A6, but it’s a little old.” (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1912: Complicated 

“You know, I don’t care about these things.” “I don’t think there’s any news about the armadillos,” 

huaijun said, shaking his head.”I’m talking about the drug gang …” 

“Oh? What is it?” Lin Yi was a little disappointed, but it wasn’t a bad thing to have information on the 

drug gang. It was information on an enemy, and Lin Yi wouldn’t mind uprooting them if he had the 

chance. 

“When we were dealing with house Yu’s illegal business, we found a contact list, but we discovered a 

shocking inside story!” Huaijun said seriously. 

“What inside story?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Red conch, the person in charge of contacting the other drug dealers. His name is an Jiande …” Huaijun 

said. 

“An Jiande?” “An Jiande from the an family?” Lin Yi’s eyes narrowed. An Jianwen’s big brother?” 

“That’s right, it’s this an Jiande!” “From this contact list, we can see that the people in charge of red 

conches are more or less connected to the Firewolf gang. Although there’s no direct evidence that the 

Firewolf gang and red conch are the same organization, at least they’re working together …” Huaijun 

said. 

“An Jiande …” Lin Yi frowned,””If I knew this would happen, I wouldn’t have killed him …” 

“You killed an Jiande?” Huaijun blinked. He’d come to Lin Yi this time to see if he could get some secret 

evidence from Jiande-it wasn’t realistic to touch the an family or the Firewolf gang with just a contact 

list. He couldn’t investigate the an family and Jiande through normal means, so he could only pin his 

hopes on Lin Yi. He didn’t expect Jiande to be dead. 



Lin Yi blinked-he knew that the an family’s incident hadn’t spread yet. They must’ve been keeping a low 

profile and didn’t spread the news, so he told huaijun how they set up pengzhan and caused the car 

accident. 

“If he’s dead … Then forget it.” “I thought we’d be able to get some clues from him …” Huaijun sighed. 

“Does anyone else in the an family know about this?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I’m not sure, but even if I do, I’m afraid I won’t know the details. Actually … I’m just trying. After all, the 

red conch and the Firewolf gang have always been within the investigation and handling scope of the 

supernatural Investigation Bureau.” Huaijun said. 

“It’s enough that I know this. With this direction of investigation, I can keep an eye on it at all times.” 

“But the firewolves have a lot of Masters, their status … It looks like they’re only higher than the hidden 

houses …” Lin Yi said. 

“It’s that powerful?” Huaijun couldn’t help but cry out. He didn’t have much contact with the Firewolf 

gang-it was a very mysterious gang, and their business wasn’t as big as the normal gangs. He didn’t 

know much about them, however, and didn’t know the power behind them. 

“It’s strong, indeed-I wasn’t too sure before, but from the looks of it, if they could send out an Earth 

Class late phase peak so casually, then they must be pretty strong!” Lin Yi shook his head and sighed. 

Although uncle Fu had said that the firewolves were strong, Lin Yi was still shocked to see their true 

strength. 

“If that’s the case, then I don’t suggest you take the risk. The enemy is too strong, after all …” Huaijun 

paused.”Boss, I know you’re strong, taking out three Earth Class fighters in one move, but if the fire 

wolves are as strong as you said, then there’s a high chance they have a Sky Class!” 

“Yeah, that’s why I didn’t do anything to him.” Lin Yi nodded. He was overprotective and strong, but he 

wasn’t an idiot who would risk his life for nothing. He would only do it when he had to. If it wasn’t 

necessary, he’d let them go first and deal with them later. 

“Oh right, I’ve already made a report, suggesting that Lingshan be transferred over as the captain of 

criminal investigation, but she’ll be promoted as well since she’s cracked a lot of big cases in Songshan, 

and the previous Captain in Donghai was promoted to another city because of the case I was involved in. 

Now that the position is empty, as the executive vice-director in charge of criminal investigation, I have 

a lot of say in the selection of the new captain,” Huaijun said. 

“Song Lingshan?” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. He didn’t expect song to follow right after he left, “I’m afraid this 

is her own idea, right?” 

“Haha, I knew I couldn’t hide it from you. But it’s not a rare thing for a woman to chase a man 

nowadays. Boss, if you think she’s good, it’s not a bad idea to give her a chance.” Huaijun suggested. 

“I think it’s better not to. She’s asking me to help her solve cases all day long. If it really has something to 

do with her, then I’ll be her assistant all day long.” Lin Yi said, shaking his head. 

“Then let’s leave it to fate.” “If that’s the case, then I’ll be leaving first-call me if you need anything. We’ll 

meet up after I’m done with this!” Huaijun said. 



“Wait, since we’re here, let’s get things done first. Last time, I said I could help you get to Mystic early 

phase, but your meridians were just recovering, and I was afraid they wouldn’t be able to take it. But 

now, there’s no problem-I can directly raise you to Mystic late phase peak.” Lin Yi was already an Earth 

Class now, and naturally, he could raise huaijun’s strength in one go-he didn’t need to compress his Qi 

to help him break through from golden class late phase peak to Mystic. 

Compared to Lingshan and Chentian, huaijun didn’t feel as much pain. 

“I can do it now?” Huaijun took a deep breath-to be honest, he was quite envious of Lingshan, Yutian, 

and Chentian for causing a scene at the noble House meeting with their Mystic late phase peak 

strength! They were already Mystic late phase peak! 

This was a height that many cultivators could never reach in their entire lives, but they had achieved it 

so easily! Huaijun wouldn’t believe it even if he was beaten to death-Lin Yi’s speed when he repaired his 

meridians and leveled up made it clear to him that it was Lin Yi’s doing. 

But Lin Yi didn’t bring it up on his own, and huaijun couldn’t really ask for it himself-what if Lin Yi needed 

to rest for a while after leveling up these people? wouldn’t it be awkward if he got rejected? 

But since Lin Yi had brought it up, huaijun had no reason to reject. 

“If you don’t have anything else to say, let’s do it now!” Lin Yi said with a nod. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1913: Failed 

“Okay, I haven’t bought a house here yet. I’ve been living in a hotel. Let’s go back to the hotel together!” 

Huaijun said, excited. 

Huaijun was staying at the police station’s guest house, and he had a suite as well. Before he bought a 

house, he’d be living there for the time being. 

The people in the guest house obviously knew who huaijun was-they weren’t surprised that he’d come 

back with someone, thinking that he was meeting some sort of witness or informant. 

“Let’s start now. I’ve already experienced it last time.” Lin Yi said with a smile. 

“Alright!” Huaijun nodded heavily as he sat down in front of Lin Yi. He reached out his hands for Lin Yi to 

lock onto his meridians and started channeling his practitioner’s Arts. 

Lin Yi was very familiar with how to increase his strength-he started the first stage of the art of Dragon 

mastery, and all the energy in his body turned into the Qi huaijun needed, flowing into huaijun’s 

meridians … 

Huaijun’s strength, on the other hand, went from golden class late phase peak to Mystic, all the way up 

to Mystic early phase peak, Mystic mid phase … Mystic late phase peak! Perhaps it was because of Lin 

Yi’s increase in strength, but huaijun didn’t need to compress his Qi to break through from golden class 

late phase peak to Mystic early phase. There was a barrier, but Lin Yi helped him break through easily. 

In other words, huaijun did feel the pain of breaking through, but it wasn’t as shocking as Yutian and 

Lingshan. 



Mystic late phase peak-huaijun had already reached that level, but Lin Yi didn’t stop there. He suddenly 

had an idea-if he used the second stage of the art of Dragon mastery to compress his Qi and help 

huaijun break through into Mystic, would that work? 

One had to know that the second stage of the art of Dragon mastery was much purer than the first 

stage. The difference was so huge that even Lin Yi was shocked. If he used the second stage to compress 

it, he might be able to break through! 

With that thought, Lin Yi lowered his voice and asked,”Junzi, I’m going to help you break through from 

Mystic to Earth Class, are you okay with that? It might be very painful, or even completely destroy my 

meridians, but I can still repair them …” 

“Since it can be repaired, what are we waiting for? Come on, boss, if you want to increase your strength, 

how can you not take some risks?” Huaijun, on the other hand, was calm and collected. 

Huaijun might’ve hesitated if all his meridians were destroyed and couldn’t be repaired, but now that Lin 

Yi could repair them even if they were destroyed … In the worst case scenario, he’d just have to suffer a 

little, and it’d be a waste of effort. If he succeeded, he’d get even stronger-did he even have to make a 

choice? 

He believed that all cultivators would choose the latter. 

“Alright, then you’ve endured it!” With that, Lin Yi switched the first stage of the art of Dragon mastery 

to the second stage. He wasn’t familiar with the second stage yet, but switching between two stages 

was still within his control. 

Lin Yi tried to use the second stage of the art of Dragon mastery to compress his Qi, but to his surprise, it 

was extremely difficult! Compared to the first level, this was simply a world of difference. 

The second stage of the art of Dragon mastery seemed to have made the Qi extremely pure, and it 

didn’t allow Lin Yi to compress it any further. Soon, a thin layer of sweat formed on Lin Yi’s forehead, but 

he made no progress in compressing the Qi! 

Huaijun didn’t know what was going on-Lin Yi’s Qi had stopped all of a sudden, and it looked like he was 

trying to do something. He didn’t feel anything at all, and so he didn’t ask anything, just cooperating. 

Lin Yi was panicking-he could use the second level’s Qi when he was channeling it, but it was a little out 

of control when it came to compressing it, as if it was completely out of control! 

The pure energy that Lin Yi had gathered together tried to compress, but it would either slip away or 

dissipate on its own! 

This was really strange! Lin Yi didn’t believe that he’d be able to control the Qi in his body-what was the 

point of training the art of Dragon mastery then? Gritting his teeth, Lin Yi gave up on compressing the 

large amount of pure energy he had before and chose to compress it in a smaller area. 

This time, there was some effect-the small ball of Qi wasn’t really under his control, but under Lin Yi’s 

strong compression, it still slowly shrank to a certain size. Lin Yi was overjoyed-he didn’t dare wait any 

longer and sent the small ball of compressed Qi into huaijun’s meridians! 

” 



Huaijun’s shout had turned all of his clothes into ashes, and the Qi that was created was enough to 

destroy everything around him! 

Lin Yi’s eyes lit up at the sight-he’d been in a similar situation to huaijun when he’d broken through to 

Earth Class … But that joy quickly turned into disappointment! 

Huaijun hadn’t broken through to Earth Class yet-the Qi around him had stopped, and Lin Yi could tell 

with one look that he was still Mystic late phase peak! Although he had tried to break through to the 

earth rank with her help, he had not succeeded. 

This situation often happened when other practitioners were trying to break through. The barrier 

between levels wasn’t that easy to break through. It was extremely difficult for a practitioner to break 

through a barrier, especially this kind of barrier that crossed levels. Most of them only broke through 

after trying a few times. There were almost no inheritors like Lin Yi who broke through the barrier in one 

try. 

Of course, it was a different story for those who broke through with Lin Yi’s help. 

Huaijun let out a long breath, a look of disappointment in his eyes. He knew his own situation-he’d failed 

at the last moment! Just as he was about to reach the earth Class, he failed because of the lack of Zhen 

Qi. 

Huaijun had encountered this situation before when he was practitioning, so he didn’t think much of it. 

Lin Yi’s depressed expression made him feel better, and he smiled at him.”Team Eagle, you’re not 

depressed by this small blow, are you? It’s very normal for a cultivator to fail in their breakthrough!” (To 

be continued.) 

Chapter 1914: smart Shu 

“Just a little bit more Qi, and maybe I’ll succeed …” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. The amount of Qi He 

compressed before was his current limit. He couldn’t control it any more. 

“That’s right. That means there’s hope. If it doesn’t work this time, we’ll try it again in the future. 

Anyway, I’m just a little white mouse. I’ll be here whenever you call me. In the future, I’ll settle down in 

Donghai, so it’ll be easier to meet.” Huaijun said with a smile. 

“Hehe, that’s true.” Lin Yi nodded, feeling a bit better. Huaijun was right-he might not be able to do it 

this time, but there’d be a chance in the future! Lin Yi had thought it through-the second stage of the art 

of Dragon mastery wasn’t as effective at compressing pure energy as the first stage, probably because 

he’d just started training it. The difference between each stage wasn’t as detailed as the difference in 

strength, but if one were to split each stage into ten stages, Lin Yi would only be at the second stage of 

the second stage. He’d just reached the second stage, too, and he could barely complete the second 

stage of the art. That was simply too far away! 

Previously, when he used the first level of the mental cultivation method to compress his true energy, 

he had already broken through the first level to the great circle. Naturally, he could control the true 

energy in his body at will and could even use his true energy to transmit his voice. However, it was not 

quite possible to use the second level of the mental cultivation method to do this. 



Lin Yi was like a beginner when it came to the second level of the practitioner’s Arts-he couldn’t even 

get the basics down, much less use it for anything. 

With that thought, Lin Yi calmed down. He remembered elder Jiao’s words-he couldn’t rush things. Yes, 

this situation made it clear that as long as he could get more familiar with the second stage of the art of 

Dragon mastery, he’d be able to raise huaijun to Earth Class! 

The things that couldn’t be done on the first level were much easier on the second level. 

Of course, Lin Yi wasn’t too surprised. If there wasn’t any improvement with each level, then he might as 

well practice the first level until the end. He was quite familiar with the first level, why would he practice 

the second? 

“I’ll go back and consolidate my strength. When I’ve consolidated my strength, I’ll try to break through 

on my own. The next time I break through on my own, you can help me. Maybe I’ll break through in one 

try.” Huaijun said. 

“I’m afraid it’s impossible to try it myself. ” Lin Yi smiled bitterly.”There’s a downside to helping you guys 

increase your strength. I didn’t realize it before, but I do now. You guys can’t train on your own anymore 

…” 

“Ah!” Huaijun blinked-Lin Yi’s words did make sense! He’d tried to break through to golden class late 

phase peak on his own after he’d returned, but it didn’t work. He thought he was busy with work and 

couldn’t calm down, but it didn’t seem like it. 

“Lingshan and the others already know about it. I only found out about it later, so I’m really sorry!” Lin Yi 

explained as he looked at the stunned huaijun. 

“Team Eagle, what are you saying? My strength is all thanks to you. Not only that, but you also saved my 

life! Let’s not talk about how many times our team has been saved because of you during our missions. 

Just these few times, your kindness to me can’t be measured with words!” “Mystic late phase peak, 

that’s the dream of many practitioners …” Huaijun said. 

Huaijun wasn’t complimenting-he was telling the truth. Even noble houses wouldn’t be able to have a 

Mystic late phase peak practitioner, let alone normal solo practitioners. Of course, they couldn’t 

compare to the hidden houses or ancient sects. 

Huaijun was from a Noble House, and his vision was naturally limited to the common world. 

“Ha … It’s good that you don’t have any psychological burden.” Lin Yi nodded and looked at the sky, “It’s 

getting late. I have to go back. The two girls at home are going to check on me.” 

“Hahaha! “Let’s go, I’ll walk you out ……”Huaijun laughed loudly, but when he stood up he realized that 

he wasn’t wearing anything.”Wait for me, I’ll change my clothes immediately!” 

Huaijun dropped Lin Yi off at the villa in xueshang District, and found out where Lin Yi lived. To Lin Yi’s 

surprise, his Grand Cherokee had already been driven back, and was parked in the parking lot in the villa 

yard. 

It seemed that the young miss couldn’t find him and came back first in a fit of anger. The young miss also 

had a key to this car. 



With that thought, Lin Yi quickly took out his phone and turned it on-he’d switched it off when he was 

helping huaijun level up, afraid of interference. The Miss must’ve called a couple of times. 

“Is sister-in-law angry?” Huaijun blinked at Lin Yi, who was smiling bitterly as he turned on his phone. 

“What sister-in-law? it’s not like you don’t know my relationship with them.” Lin Yi shrugged. 

“Tang …” Huaijun was just about to say that Tang Yin wasn’t here when a voice interrupted him. 

“Yang bro, so you’re the one who kidnapped shield bro!” Before huaijun could finish, Yushu ran out of 

the yard. 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu had just come back as well. Chu Mengyao had been calling Lin Yi but his 

phone was turned off. She even waited in the school for more than an hour and the phone was still 

turned off. Chu Mengyao was angry and anxious, so she drove back first. 

Mengyao wasn’t worried if something happened to Lin Yi, but what could happen in school? Mengyao 

thought that Lin Yi might’ve gone out to play with Xinyan, since they’d been together these days. 

Mengyao’s heart felt like it was being squeezed at the thought of Lin Yi and Xinyan. 

She was about to call Lin Yi again when she heard the sound of a car outside the villa. It was the sound of 

a car stopping. 

Out of curiosity, the two turned around to see Lin Yi and Yang huaijun getting out of the car, and yang 

huaijun was making fun of them. Mengyao didn’t know why, but she only blushed a little, not angry at 

all … 

But what huaijun said next made Mengyao curse. Dunn what? Wasn’t it Tang Yin? Chu Mengyao wanted 

to stop her, but she didn’t think that Shu’s reaction would be faster. She ran out first, which made Chu 

Mengyao let out a long breath. 

“Yeah, he’s looking for me for something. I’m helping him increase his strength, but his phone is off. You 

guys can’t find me, right?” Lin Yi, on the other hand, didn’t notice what huaijun was saying … 

Chapter 1915: Everything will be up to fate 

To Lin Yi, it was a meaningless word. Tang? Dunn what? 

“Yeah, we saw that your phone was turned off, so we drove back first.” Mengyao let out a breath of 

relief when she saw Lin Yi and huaijun together. She didn’t know why she felt so relaxed. 

Did she really not want him to be with Wang Xinyan? But Xiaoxiao said yesterday that she’d allow Lin Yi 

to find a main wife-what was he going to do with Wang Xinyan? 

“Alright, then I’ll go back first!” Huaijun said, waving his hand as he got ready to get into the car. 

“En, see you later.” Lin Yi nodded. 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu watched as the Audi A6 drove away and let out a breath of relief. Luckily, 

Shu reacted fast or they wouldn’t know how to explain if Tang Yun was really mentioned. 



He’d told most of Lin Yi’s people, but huaijun had been working in Donghai-he hadn’t been back to 

Songshan yet, so he’d missed out on that. Mengyao decided that she’d give him a call when she got back 

later to make sure he didn’t let it slip. 

“Lin Yi, let’s eat together. Granny sun’s done.” Mengyao said, her expression much gentler. 

“You guys drove the car back first. Are you guys angry?” Lin Yi looked at Mengyao and Yushu-they didn’t 

seem to be angry at all. 

“No, we were a little tired, so we drove back first. You’re in good health anyway, so it’s fine if you don’t 

have a car.” Chu Mengyao made up a random reason, “You’d better tell us the next time you go out. 

Otherwise, we’ll be worried and have been waiting for you in school for a while.” 

“Alright, I’ve indeed lost track of time today.” Lin Yi nodded and looked at Mengyao. Was this 

considered concern? However, the young miss always had this kind of expression, and it was impossible 

to tell what she was really thinking. 

Chu Mengyao didn’t say anything else and entered the villa together. Granny sun knew that they were 

back and had already started serving the dishes. 

Granny sun said that she’d wait for Lin Yi and the others to finish before eating, but after Lin Yi and Chu 

Mengyao requested it a few times, she agreed to eat with them. After all, there were only four people in 

the house, and the table wasn’t crowded. 

Besides, Mengyao and Yushu had been eating with granny sun during those tough times, so they were 

used to it. They weren’t used to having to part with granny sun all of a sudden. 

“Granny sun, have you ever thought of finding another companion?” Lin Yi asked, remembering the 

phone call he’d received from uncle Fu. 

“Ah?” Granny sun blinked as she looked at Lin Yi, confused.”Mr. Lin, are you asking me to remarry?” 

“Yes, I see that you’re already so old and have no one to rely on in the future. You should find a 

partner.” Lin Yi said. 

“This … Mr. Lin, you … You want me to leave …” Granny sun didn’t quite understand Lin Yi’s meaning and 

thought that he wanted her to leave. 

“Lin Yi, what’s the meaning of this?” Mengyao didn’t know what Lin Yi was talking about. She glared at 

him, warning him not to say anything. She was the first one to disagree with kicking granny sun out. If it 

wasn’t for granny sun taking them in during those tough times, she, Shu, and even Lin Yi would’ve been 

found by Yu Liu and died a horrible death. 

“Granny sun, you misunderstood me … What I meant was, it just so happens that I know someone who’s 

also single. He’s about the same age as you. I talked to him about this a while ago. I want you to meet 

each other. If you’re okay with it, you can spend it together. It’s also considered a companion!” Lin Yi 

said. 

“Ah!!!!” Granny sun’s face reddened, not expecting that from Lin Yi.”I … I’m so old, and I’ve never 

thought about these things. I’ve been used to being alone all this time. Besides, it’s not easy for me to 



find someone to help me out as a Butler here. After all, you have some secrets that you can’t tell 

outsiders, Mr. Lin …” 

Granny sun was talking about Lin Yi being a practitioner and the fact that house Yu was after him. 

Naturally, she couldn’t tell these things to normal people, and so she rejected Lin Yi’s offer. 

“He’s not an outsider, Speaking of which … He’s our Butler in Songshan …” Lin Yi smiled,” “It’s our own 

people!” 

“Argh! Lin Yi, you’re talking about uncle Fu!” Mengyao’s eyes brightened as she understood what Lin Yi 

meant. She looked at grandma sun and thought about uncle Fu … Indeed, uncle Fu had always been 

single, but he and grandma sun really were a couple … 

“Okay, okay, grandma sun, you and uncle Fu are both single, you can be a couple!” Chen Yushu agreed 

happily. 

“Well …” Grandma sun didn’t feel as conflicted as before when she heard that he was a housekeeper in 

Songshan and that he was single. However, she didn’t think about these things anymore, and now that 

she was asked to find a man out of the blue, she couldn’t get used to it. “Mr. Lin, I know you’re being 

kind, but … I don’t remember if I have a husband or a child, and I don’t remember what happened to 

them … And I’ve stopped thinking about these questions …” 

“Haha, then let’s meet first. We’ll leave everything to fate. It’s also a way to get to know each other.” Lin 

Yi said with a smile. 

“Then … I’ll listen to you, Mr. Lin.” Although granny sun said that, she didn’t have much hope. She was 

used to being alone all these years and had gotten used to it. She just didn’t want to waste Lin Yi’s good 

intentions. 

On the morning of the 11th, Lin Yi drove Mengyao and Yushu to the economics building and parked the 

car in the parking lot. Seeing that it was almost time, he didn’t go back to the dormitory and went 

straight to the biology Building. 

As expected, Bai Weitao, song xiaodao, and Zhao Shengji were already in the classroom, in the third 

row. Wang Xinyan was still sitting by the window, and the seat next to her was still empty. 

“Big brother Lin, over here!” Bai Weitao smiled and waved at Lin Yi, pointing at the seat next to Xinyan. 

Xinyan’s face was a little hot-she didn’t know why she’d ended up in this seat again, nor did she know 

why she’d left a seat for Lin Yi. She didn’t think Lin Yi would come back, did she? But she still left it open-

she could’ve just sat on the right, leaving two empty seats on the left, and Lin Yi wouldn’t be able to sit 

with her. 

Lin Yi smiled and sat down beside Xinyan naturally. He had an indescribable feeling towards Xinyan-she 

might be the first girl he’d met in Songshan! (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1916: University military training 

They’d left a deep impression on Lin Yi from the first encounter on the train-he wouldn’t have bothered 

with Xinyan’s business at the commercial Street otherwise, with his personality back when he first got 

into the city. 



“I’m so sorry for your girlfriend’s misunderstanding the day before yesterday. ” Xinyan didn’t know why, 

but she felt relieved when she saw Lin Yi sitting beside her, as if she’d been looking forward to him 

sitting down. 

But Xinyan didn’t think that she’d fallen in love with Lin Yi, either-they had the same thoughts, and the 

two seemed to have some sort of fate between them, at most a good impression. Xinyan, on the other 

hand, didn’t forget her engagement, either, and it didn’t matter whether she liked him or not. 

“Oh, they’re not my girlfriends.” Lin Yi said. 

“You’re not?” Xinyan blinked, a little excited. It was good that it wasn ‘t. But Xinyan herself didn’t know 

what she was so excited about-even if they weren ‘t, Lin Yi still had a girlfriend. Perhaps she was happy 

because Lin Yi treated her as a friend and didn’t hide it from her? 

“It’s just that the elders asked me to take care of them. ” Lin Yi didn’t lie to Xinyan-it was old Lin who 

told him to come when he first came to Songshan. 

“I see … You two live together?” Xinyan regretted asking the question-she wasn’t the type to gossip, 

after all, and it didn’t seem very polite of her to ask Lin Yi that. 

“Yeah, I bought a villa nearby. The three of us and a Butler live together.” Lin Yi said with a nod. 

Xinyan nodded, thinking that it wouldn’t be considered cohabiting if that was the case-they’d just be 

sharing a room, after all. The villa was so big, it was no different from a school dormitory … 

Xinyan shook her head again at the thought-her thoughts were a bit messed up today, why was she 

always thinking about these things? 

Just then, boss Bai walked into the classroom, and the room fell silent. Wang Xinyan quickly came back 

to her senses, and looked up at the podium. 

“That’s right, everyone’s here. I thought that someone would take a leave of absence and skip the 

military training.” “If I’m really sick, I won’t force you,” boss Bai said indifferently.”But a few years ago, a 

student pretended to be sick and made me cancel my qualification for the final exam and retake it with 

the next batch!” 

When everyone heard boss Bai’s words, they couldn’t help but feel a chill. This old man was really 

ruthless. Re-cultivating with the next batch, wouldn’t that be equivalent to five years of University? 

However, thinking that boss Bai must be an expert in medicine, and pretending to be sick in front of him 

would definitely not work, two students in the classroom who were about to take out their medical 

records and ask for leave immediately stopped. 

“I’m going to rearrange the class Committee members. Bai Weitao, you’ll be the class monitor, Wang 

Xinyan, you’ll be the Vice class monitor and study commissary!” After boss Bai finished speaking, he 

didn’t allow the students to question him at all and went on to the next matter.””There will be a bus to 

pick you up for the military training in a while, but our East Ocean industry University’s military training 

has always been known for being the strictest. This time, you will be going to the nearby border defense 

Force, so you must be mentally prepared!” 



Xinyan was a little taken aback as she looked at Lin Yi-she didn’t understand how she’d become the class 

president and commissary in charge of studies. On the other hand, Bai Weitao had known this from the 

start, and didn’t react at all. Only Lin Yi could change his stubborn grandpa’s mind, he thought to 

himself. 

“Hua Hua Hua” the students in the class had more or less heard about the strict military training of East 

Ocean industry University-the two students who wanted to pretend to be sick had also backed out 

because they heard that the military training was too strict-it was said that this military training was real 

military training, which was completely different from the military training in high school. However-their 

bodies had indeed become stronger after the experience. 

However, youpan Hu looked at the nervous and scared students in the class with a disdainful 

expression! You Panhu focused on making elixirs, but he was also a golden class practitioner-his body 

was much stronger than the average student. No matter how insane the training was, he didn’t feel any 

pressure! 

“Alright, that’s all I have to say. Gather in front of the biology department’s teaching building in a while. 

The military training will be conducted according to each department. There will be a military transport 

vehicle to pick you up to the military training location!” Boss Bai prepared to leave after he finished 

speaking. 

“No way? Are you going somewhere else?” When the students in the class heard that they had to leave 

for the military training, they were all a little anxious. Some of their high school classmates had applied 

for other universities, and the military training had already ended, but they were all doing it in school. It 

was rare for them to go to the Army for military training directly. 

“Yeah, let’s hurry and buy some good food. If we go there, we probably won’t be able to buy anything!” 

Another student said anxiously. 

“Oh, right, I have to remind you of something!” Boss Bai was just about to go out, but he turned around 

and reminded her,””During the military training, you are not allowed to bring any snacks, clothes, or 

personal items. All food and lodging will be provided. Everything you bring will have to be handed in and 

returned after the training ends!” 

“Ah? No way …”Boss Bai’s words made the students who were about to go on a shopping spree lose 

their breath. 

At around 10 am, rows of military-only buses stopped in front of the biology department’s teaching 

building. The medicine major was relatively small, with less than 30 people in total, so they took a 

separate bus. After everyone got on, the bus slowly started and drove to the military training location … 

The military training was organized by class, so every bus was filled with students from the same class. 

Some specializations had more students, so some buses had three people squeezed into one seat. 

However, there were still empty seats for the medical specializations. 

Lin Yi got in the car and was thinking if he should still sit with Xinyan when he saw Bai Weitao, song 

xiaodao, and Zhao Shengji in the last row. The other students were sitting next to them as well, 

obviously not wanting to leave any seats for Lin Yi. 



Lin Yi couldn’t help but smile bitterly as he sat beside Xinyan. 

“We’re sitting together again, what a coincidence …” Lin Yi was a little embarrassed. It was too obvious, 

after all. 

“Yeah …” Xinyan’s face reddened. This wasn’t a coincidence, it was on purpose … But she didn’t say it. 

Youpan Hu, the yellow-haired man, and the purple-haired man all sat far away from Lin Yi. Youpan Hu 

hated Lin Yi, but he was also afraid of him. He wanted to cause trouble for Lin Yi, but he wasn’t strong 

enough, so he could only endure it for now. 

In fact, with the Hidden House you’s strength, sending another Earth Class late phase peak wouldn’t be 

hard, but the problem was, even if they did, what could they do to Lin Yi? 

Chapter 1917: Motion sickness (part one) 

If they let Lin Yi kill them all in one move, it’d be a huge loss. House you had Sky Class Masters hidden, 

but the ancient sect didn’t approve of it-who would dare let them out? The sky elixir sect had specifically 

warned them about the Hidden House of the right! 

The sky elixir sect was growing stronger and stronger, and had already surpassed the other ancient 

sects, but they still didn’t have the power to destroy them all. They couldn’t be too arrogant. 

“Have you settled your family’s problem …” The other students were all joking and joking along the way, 

except for Xinyan and Lin Yi, who were silent. Lin Yi found it a little awkward, so he found a random 

topic to talk about. 

“Yeah … It’s settled, I guess …” Xinyan sighed as she thought about her own background. 

“Is there still a marriage agreement with house Kang?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Yeah …” Xinyan nodded. She didn’t know why, but she was really frustrated. She didn’t like this 

marriage arrangement before, but she had never been so against it. She was getting more and more 

unwilling to marry Zhaolong! 

“The engagement still hasn’t been called off?” Lin Yi blinked, but he remembered that house Xiao and 

house Kang were in similar situations-they both had hidden noble houses backing them up, but they’d 

lost a couple of their Masters as well. The possibility of them working together was high. 

“No… I’m almost settled … I’m in university, and I’m in Donghai. I’m afraid Zhaolong will come looking 

for me soon …” Xinyan smiled bitterly. 

“You don’t want to marry him?” Lin Yi asked. 

“So what if I don ‘t? “I’m just a sacrifice for my family’s benefit …”Xinyan shook her head-she’d been 

disappointed long ago. 

“If you don’t want to get married, you don’t have to.” Lin Yi pitied Xinyan a little-he’d give her his 

blessings if she married a good man, but if she married into house Kang … He’d be destroying the house 

sooner or later, and she’d be a widow if she did. 



“Not marrying … Do you mean I’ll marry you?” Xinyan smiled bitterly, but for some reason, she made a 

joke. Xinyan’s face burned up at the words-she wasn’t someone who liked to joke, but it was still 

embarrassing to say it out loud. 

“Sure.” Lin Yi said with a smile. 

“I’m just joking …” Xinyan’s face reddened even more after hearing Lin Yi’s reply, but she was a little 

surprised inside. It seemed that Lin Yi wasn’t looking down on her as he looked … She thought that she 

wasn’t attractive to him at all when he was cold to her. 

Some men would pretend to be cold to attract attention when they were pursuing girls, but Xinyan 

knew that Lin Yi wasn’t that kind of person. 

Lin Yi’s coldness was really calm, as if he didn’t care about anything at all. 

“I’m just joking. We can’t just kill Zhaolong, can we?” Lin Yi said with a smile. 

“You don’t seem to be afraid of house Kang? That’s right … You’re not scared …”Xinyan suddenly 

realized that the man in front of her was no ordinary person. He kicked house Xiao and house Kang out 

of the noble House ranks, and uncle Pi and Pi Yangyang were either killed by Lin Yi or his lackeys. But Lin 

Yi was still alive and well, and house Xiao and house Kang had strong support. They had no choice but to 

use marriage to maintain the prosperity of their families. 

“You’re not really asking me to kill Zhaolong, are you?” Lin Yi lowered his voice. 

“Ah?” Xinyan paused and shook her head. She really wanted to tell Lin Yi to kill Zhaolong for a second, 

but it was just too crazy. It was fine if Lin Yi killed the guards, but if he really did kill Zhaolong, wouldn’t 

that be a huge problem? 

At that thought, Xinyan gave up on the idea.”Kill him and marry Kang Zhaoming. That bastard is even 

more of a bastard!” 

“Then just kill them all.” Lin Yi said. 

“…” Wang Xinyan was speechless. Lin Yi looked so gentle, could he be a violent person? Kill him just 

because he said so? 

Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu were in the other car. It was an economics car. 

“Yaoyao sis, training without shield bro’s help, is it tough?” Yushu was starting to miss Lin Yi-she 

probably wouldn’t be able to see him during the military training. 

“We can do without him.” “Shu, we need to learn how to be independent. We can’t rely on him too 

much. He … He’ll leave us one day. How can he stay in our villa forever?” Mengyao said. 

“We’re the ones living in his villa now!” “Shield bro won’t kick us out if we stay here,” Yushu said. 

“We’re already in University … We’ll grow up one day, get married, and start our own families. We can’t 

just rely on Lin Yi then, can we?” Mengyao sighed as she looked at the trees flying past her window. 



She felt like she’d grown up a lot in the past six months-she wasn’t that ignorant and headstrong miss 

anymore. Lin Yi made her understand the value of friendship, family … And love, especially those tough 

times-they were precious memories. 

“Yaoyao sis, why don’t you be shield bro’s main wife? that way, you can be with him forever …” Chen 

Yushu suggested. 

“Aren’t you a little wife? Can’t you just be with him?” Mengyao said with a smile. 

“Me …” A flash of worry appeared in Yushu’s eyes, but it disappeared in an instant,””Alright, I’ll try my 

best …” 

“Hmm?” Chu Mengyao looked at Shu strangely. She felt that there was something wrong with Shu 

today. Wasn’t she always full of confidence? Why did he say he would try his best? 

“It’s nothing. The weather’s pretty good today. ” Said Shu. 

“？？”Chu Mengyao looked at Shu in confusion, not knowing what she was talking about … 

After these cars left the school, they turned into the National Highway and went into a more remote 

place. They actually went on a dirt road! 

Although the car’s ability to avoid shock was not bad, the bumpy road was a little too much for some of 

the spoiled students. They complained repeatedly and regretted not bringing a cushion. 

On the other hand, Chu Mengyao and Chen Yushu were calm and collected. If it was half a year ago, the 

two wouldn’t be able to stand this kind of suffering, but they’ve been to the snow Valley and they’ve 

been through all the difficult roads. What’s this road? 

The two of them looked at each other and smiled. This was a rare life experience. 

Xinyan wasn’t a pampered child, but she’d never been through this before, especially since she was a 

little carsick. She wouldn’t have been listening to MP3 the moment she got on the train and plane 

otherwise-music could help ease the dizziness. 

Chapter 1918: Motion sickness (part two) 

Xinyan was starting to get nauseous-she didn’t bring her MP3 with her, and she wouldn’t go against the 

school’s rules since she wasn’t allowed to bring her personal items. 

“What’s wrong?” Lin Yi turned around to see that Xinyan’s face was pale, and there was a thin layer of 

sweat on her forehead. She looked like she was in pain … 

“I’m a little nauseated, motion sickness … I want to throw up …” But as soon as he finished, he vomited 

some white liquid onto Lin Yi’s pants. 

Lin Yi didn’t move away, nor did he look down on Xinyan. He reached out his hand, wanting to press on 

Xinyan’s acupuncture point, but he hesitated halfway through. Seeing that Xinyan still wanted to vomit, 

Lin Yi didn’t hesitate anymore. He reached under her shirt and pressed on her acupuncture point, 

sending pure Qi into her, calming her urge to vomit … 



Xinyan’s motion sickness was clearly from the jolts in her stomach, and that was why she wanted to 

throw up. Lin Yi just had to take care of her liver and stomach, and she’d be fine. 

However, he felt that it was too boring in the car and wanted to sing a song with his classmates to ease 

the dull journey, but when he passed by Lin Yi, he saw Xinyan’s head buried in Lin Yi’s arms, and Lin Yi’s 

hands in Xinyan’s clothes. He was shocked! 

Xinyan’s vomiting wasn’t loud, and no one in the car noticed it, but Bai Weitao’s loud “ga” caught the 

attention of the other students in the class. They all looked over, and the ones who were closer saw Lin 

Yi and Xinyan’s state-they were all dumbfounded! 

“No way? My goddess … She’s taken, just like that!” A male student looked up to the sky and sighed in 

great sorrow. 

With his sigh, the others ‘gazes became even more ambiguous … 

Lin Yi smiled bitterly. This guy could’ve come at any time, but he had to come when Lin Yi was treating 

Xinyan’s vomit. He couldn’t explain himself anymore! 

However, Lin Yi wasn’t the type to explain things to others. In the dormitory, he sometimes explained 

things to Bai Weitao and the others because they were his roommates, and Lin Yi treated them as 

friends. Other than that, it was unrealistic to expect Lin Yi to explain things to others! 

He knew he’d gotten himself into trouble when he saw Lin Yi’s teary eyes. He quickly walked to the car 

and said to his classmates, “We’re only halfway through the journey. Let’s sing a song. It’ll be our first 

group activity, how about it?” 

This time, everyone’s attention was diverted to Bai Weitao. Of course, although everyone was curious 

about Lin Yi’s boldness, it was a common thing in school. Everyone had familiarized themselves with the 

school these two days, and knew about the young couples who met in the woods and swimming pool. 

These things were nothing to couples, so what could they do by touching? There were real knives and 

guns in the swimming pool! 

Bai Weitao led the singing with Xu Shihan’s song. The young people were all familiar with Xu Shihan’s 

songs, and they all liked her a lot. Bai Weitao started the song, and the rest followed, except for you 

Panhu and a few others of course. 

  themselves to their deaths … Just what kind of person was he? 

She wouldn’t have noticed the difference between Lin Yi and the other students if she didn’t know 

about this. 

She felt Lin Yi’s hand move away from her forehead as she was lost in her thoughts-she didn’t know if 

she wanted to part with the cool and comfortable feeling or Lin Yi’s hand. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1919: Always misunderstood 

“What are you thanking me for? it’s US who were misunderstood …” Lin Yi smiled bitterly. 

“So be it. Haven’t we been misunderstood all this time?” Xinyan shook her head as she noticed a white 

stain on Lin Yi’s pants, along with her stomach’s mucus. It was a disgusting sticky mess. 



Xinyan didn’t have breakfast this morning-she’d only had a whole bag of milk, and vomited half of it 

onto Lin Yi’s pants. She felt really bad about it. “I’m sorry, your pants …” 

“Oh, it’s nothing,” Lin Yi didn’t find it disgusting at all-it was nothing. Back when he was on a mission 

with huaijun, he didn’t even feel sick when he was covered in blood or organs. He’d even seen the 

disgusting slimy liquid of poisonous flowers and plants, let alone something that was spat out. 

“I … I’ll help you wash up when the time comes?” Xinyan said, a little embarrassed. 

“I heard that the camouflage uniform will be distributed when we reach the military training location. I’ll 

change it when the time comes. I’ll wash it myself when I get back.” Lin Yi said nonchalantly. 

“En …” Wang Xinyan didn’t say anything else. What happened just now had brought them closer. 

Although they were familiar with each other before, after this intimate contact, they felt closer. 

After singing a few songs, they walked to the back of the car. Everyone was tired from singing and 

wanted to rest for a while, but when Bai Weitao passed by Lin Yi’s seat, he couldn’t help but turn his 

head and look at it, and he was even more shocked! 

Lin Yi’s pants were covered in dried, milky-white liquid, and he’d seen a couple having sex multiple times 

before-his mind wasn’t that pure, either, and he immediately thought of one possibility … Wasn’t Xinyan 

lowering her head just now? Did she help Lin Yi … And then she choked and vomited on Lin Yi’s pants? 

He did hear Xinyan retching just now-it had to be because of that! 

But this time, he didn’t dare to call him that. With the experience from last time, he only gave Lin Yi a 

thumbs up and whispered,”Congratulations, big brother Lin. You got your sister-in-law to help you so 

quickly … Hehe, and it’s in a place with so many people. Awesome!” 

“？”Lin Yi blinked, not understanding what he was talking about. 

Xinyan didn’t know what was going on either, but she understood what Lin Yi meant by “sis-in-law”-she 

blushed and lowered her head, not daring to look at the two. 

“Haha, I’ll go back first. I won’t disturb you any longer!” Bai Weitao thought that he had exposed Lin Yi 

when he saw the look on Lin Yi’s face. He quickly walked back and told song xiaodao and Zhao Shengji 

what he had seen and heard in a low voice. 

“Just now … What did he say?” Xinyan asked after he left. She knew that it wasn’t anything good, but 

she still asked out of curiosity. She and Lin Yi were good friends, after all, so she wasn’t afraid of 

anything. 

“Just now? He said you’ll help me … Help me with what?” Lin Yi didn’t know what was going on either, 

but when he looked down and saw the White goo on his pants, he understood. He didn’t know whether 

to laugh or cry … 

Xinyan wasn’t a pure girl who didn’t know anything-they had health classes in high school, and she’d 

heard her classmates talk about it, too. She followed Lin Yi’s eyes to his pants, and finally understood 

what he meant! 

She had her head lowered on Lin Yi’s body, and he thought she was doing that for Lin Yi … 



Xinyan’s face reddened even more at the thought-this guy was so complicated! However, there was 

really no way to explain this matter. The more he explained, the worse it would get! 

Seeing Xinyan’s expression, Lin Yi knew that the girl understood what he meant. He shook his head 

helplessly. “I’ll explain to him later. ” 

“Forget it, it’s actually nothing. A straight body is not afraid of a crooked shadow. I don’t need others to 

do anything to me.” Xinyan shook her head, stopping Lin Yi from explaining. 

“Then … It’s not good for your reputation, right?” Lin Yi said. 

“If it’s bad, then it’s bad. Let house Kang know that it’s best to break off the engagement.” Xinyan 

herself couldn’t believe what she’d just said-could she really break off the engagement like this? This 

kind of family marriage was just a combination of benefits. Even if she was ugly, Zhaolong would still 

marry her. It would be easy for him to find a lover then. It was just a name for marriage! 

As for reputation, both house Kang and house Xiao were panicking right now. As long as they could form 

an alliance, what reputation did they need? After being kicked out of the ranks of the aristocratic 

families, they had already lost all their face. 

“Ha …” Lin Yi smiled and didn’t say anything else, but he saw the sadness in Xinyan’s eyes, and his heart 

ached a little. House Kang … Lin Yi muttered the two words to himself. With his current strength, it 

would be easy to get rid of the house Kang from not long ago, but for some reason, house Kang had a 

strong support now. He didn’t know who thirteen of the right was yet, and he couldn’t do anything rash. 

Lin Yi might be impulsive at times, but he was good at calculating things that didn’t need to be 

impulsive. 

Soon, the car turned right onto a very flat road. From the sign on the side of the road, it could be seen 

that they were not far from their military training location. The sign read “border military management 

base”. 

Sure enough, it didn’t take long for the car to enter a courtyard and then stop at the edge of a very large 

training ground. It could be seen that this should be the place where the soldiers practiced and also the 

temporary venue for their military training. 

The car stopped according to the rules, and the students in the car stood in the training ground 

according to their departments, majors, and classes. They were led by their respective instructors and 

department heads. 

After the students were all in position, the principal of the school went up to the stage not far away and 

gave a speech to motivate the students to train. However, the speech was not long, which made the 

students present sigh in relief. They were most afraid of long speeches at this time. 

After the principal’s speech, it was the person in charge of the border defense Force’s turn. Lin Yi’s eyes 

widened-he knew this person! Not only did they know each other, but they were also very familiar with 

each other! Because this man was Chen Yutian! 

Other than Lin Yi, Mengyao and Yushu were shocked as well! 

“Shu, why’s it your brother?” Mengyao looked at Yutian in surprise. (To be continued.) 



Chapter 1920: Chen Yutian 

“I think he’s from the border defense Force, but I didn’t know he was from here …” Yushu had never 

been to her brother’s Army before, so she was naturally surprised. 

At this time, Chen Yutian opened his mouth,””Hello, new students. I’m the person in charge here, Chen 

Yutian. I’m also the head instructor of the military training! The military training of East Ocean industry 

University has always been the strictest. I’ll train you according to the requirements of our Army! This is 

a test of your will, as well as an intensive training for your bodies! In the days to come, I’ll be arranging 

new recruit training for you. Those who are the same age as you, or even a year younger than you, can 

do it. I don’t want any of you to fall behind!” 

The students already knew that the training would be strict, but they were still grumbling when they 

heard Yutian say that they were being trained according to the requirements of the new recruits. But 

thinking about it, it was still okay. If they were trained according to the requirements of the Veterans, it 

would be even harder. 

“This time, I will also complete your training with the other instructors. I will be the instructor of one of 

your classes!” “Instructors, get into position. Bring your classmates to get their camouflage uniforms and 

daily necessities. Arrange the dormitories, have dinner, and gather here at six!” Yutian said. 

“Yes!” A row of instructors standing not far away from the stage responded in unison. 

What Lin Yi didn’t expect was for Yutian to become a medicine instructor! When Yutian saw that Lin Yi 

was in the team, he was stunned and embarrassed! 

Lin Yi used to be his instructor, and even now, he was still his boss, someone he respected! He didn’t 

have the strength to be Lin Yi’s instructor, and he knew what Lin Yi was capable of. 

It was a coincidence that he became an instructor for medicine-he didn’t do it on purpose, but he heard 

that it was the school’s number one minor, so he just picked it randomly. He didn’t expect Lin Yi to be 

here, though. 

Lin Yi didn’t really care about going to university-he just wanted to keep Mengyao and Yushu company, 

and so he didn’t tell Yutian where he was or what major he was in. 

Mengyao and Yushu, on the other hand, didn’t have the chance to talk to Yutian too much because of 

Lin Yi. The only time they’d seen each other after they escaped was in the hospital, and Yutian returned 

to the Army after that. They didn’t have the chance to talk anymore. 

Lin Yi smiled at Yutian and made a shushing gesture. Yutian understood that Lin Yi didn’t want to expose 

his identity. 

This made Yutian relax. Lin Yi wasn’t an easy person to talk to, but he was very nice to his friends. 

Chen Yutian led the twenty-odd students to a row of townhouses.”This is your dormitory, a shared room 

for both men and women. You must take off your clothes when you sleep at night, and when you hear 

the assembly call in the middle of the night, you must immediately get up and gather! Now, the boys are 

lined up, and the girls are lined up. Come and get your camouflage uniform and supplies …” 



Chen Yutian was talking about what he said to these students every time they went to military training. 

Although he was promoted with his contributions all these years, he still started from the lowest rank of 

sergeant. He had been an instructor for these students for many years, so Chen Yutian said these words 

without thinking. 

However, after he said that, he felt that something was amiss. There was only one girl in the pharmacy 

department! The pharmacy department had never had a single girl before, and the classes Yutian taught 

had more boys than girls, but never had one girl! 

When the University divided the classes according to the major, they would also distribute the number 

of boys and girls in a balanced way. Although there were very few girls in major like computer science 

and office automation, which had more boys, there would still be eight to ten girls in a 30-person class. 

Even if there was a little less, there would definitely be more than one girl! 

There were many girls, and it was fine to sleep with the guys at night. After all, they were all wearing 

clothes, and it would be the girls who would stick together and stay far away from the guys. But this was 

the first time Yutian had come across a situation where there was only one girl. He was in a difficult 

position! 

How do I live here? Was he going to let this girl stay with a bunch of boys at night? Even if she had one 

more companion, it would be fine. In this case, it was really inconvenient for a girl to go to the bathroom 

and take a bath at night without anyone accompanying her! 

He glanced at the list and said,”Wang Xinyan, you’re the only girl in this class, and it’s not convenient for 

you to rest at night. How about I help you transfer to another class?” 

“Ah?” Xinyan blinked. To be honest, she was the only girl in the class, and it was indeed inconvenient, 

but there were at least a few familiar classmates here, and her good friend Lin Yi. She’d feel even more 

uncomfortable if she were transferred to a class full of strangers. 

Seeing that Xinyan was in a daze, Bai Weitao stood up and said,””Sir, I’m the class monitor, Bai Weitao. 

Xinyan is Lin Yi’s girlfriend, there’s nothing wrong with that!” 

He was the class monitor, and it was only natural that he’d stand up at a time like this. Plus, Lin Yi was 

his big brother, and Xinyan was his good friend! The Vice class monitor was Wang Xinyan, and it wasn’t 

right for her to report it herself, so it was better for him, the class monitor, to do it. 

Bai Weitao had already received the military training rules and knew how to report to the instructor, so 

he was meticulous. 

Chen Yutian looked at Lin Yi, surprised. Wang Xinyan was indeed standing with Lin Yi. He was a little 

confused. Since when did Wang Xinyan become Lin Yi’s girlfriend? However, he saw that Xinyan’s face 

was a little red, and Lin Yi didn’t say anything, so he nodded.”Okay, class monitor Bai Weitao, you can 

return to the team. In that case, get the camouflage uniform and supplies. Go to the cafeteria at FiveO’ 

clock and gather here at Sixo’ clock!” 

“Yes!” Bai Weitao replied and returned to the team. 

At this time, some soldiers used a small pickup truck to carry a truck of supplies. Yutian waved at 

Weitao, signaling for him to help distribute the supplies. 



After collecting the supplies, the students went to the townhouse to rest. The townhouse was actually a 

large shared bed. The conditions were not very good, but this arrangement was probably to train 

everyone’s will to work hard. (To be continued.) 

 


